Review of head-to-head study designs in rheumatoid arthritis.
Treatment options available to patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) are ever-changing, and understanding the similarities and differences of efficacy and safety between different RA therapies is of key importance in order to facilitate treatment decisions by both the patient and physician. Very few head-to-head, peer-reviewed trials exist; instead, evidence for efficacy of treatments is often ascertained from placebo-controlled trials, registries and meta-analyses, which often do not sufficiently address the relative effectiveness of two medications. A targeted review of indirect comparison methods, and ongoing and published clinical studies assessing the efficacy and safety, and the comparative efficacy and safety of biologic disease modifying antirheumatic drugs in RA. Critical elements that should be considered when designing head-to head trials are described using examples of true head-to-head and placebo-controlled randomized controlled trials (RCTs). The appropriate use of head-to-head trial designs is demonstrated by reviewing different examples of well-designed clinical trials, and an overview is presented of the challenges associated with indirect comparisons. This review also examines the use of studies comparing therapies to placebo, highlighting the difficulties associated with the interpretation of these studies. For comparative trials to contribute to evidence-based decision making in the treatment of RA, patient populations and treatment regimens as similar as possible to those used in routine clinical practice should be employed and the trial should be appropriately designed to answer the specific question asked.